
CHANTILLY - 25 June 

Race 1 

1. FEELIN LUCKY - Found the frame in four career starts to date. Respected on stable debut.  

2. TXOPE - Made the running when 2L runner up over 1400m at Compiegne on debut. Leading player dropped in trip. 

Supplemented.  

3. WHO KNOWS - Shaped with promise when 2L fourth over this distance at Lyon-Parilly first time out. Respected for 

a good yard.  

4. WINNAN - Narrowly denied when second over this trip at Saint-Cloud seventeen days ago. Top chance for a leading 

jockey.  

5. HYPNOTIZED - Supplemented following a 0.5L third in a class two conditions race tackling this journey at Saint-

Cloud. In the mix.  

6. JANUARY MOON - Just ahead of Beauty Fatale when a narrow second over 1100m in a maiden at Dieppe. Each 

way player.  

7. BEAUTY FATALE - Close third tackling 1100m in a maiden at Dieppe last week. May show more in first-time blinkers.  

Summary 

WINNAN (4) was narrowly denied when second over this trip at Saint-Cloud. Top chance for a leading jockey. 

Supplemented runner TXOPE (2) made the running when 2L second tackling 1400m at Compiegne on debut. Leading 

player dropping in journey. WHO KNOWS (3) shaped with promise when fourth racing first up and cannot be ruled out. 

Progress is expected. FEELIN LUCKY (1) found the frame in all four career outings and might have more to offer on 

stable debut. 

Selections 

WINNAN (4) - TXOPE (2) - WHO KNOWS (3) - FEELIN LUCKY (1)  



Race 2 

1. CARLOUN - Shaped with promise when 5.5L third over 1100m at this venue on debut. Respected with improvement 

likely.  

2. JAZZY WOOD - Ultra consistent in seven starts to date and goes well in blinkers. Key player.  

3. TIGRR - Behind two re-opposing rivals when 8.5L sixth tackling 1100m here first time out. Open to progress for a 

good yard. Not discounted.  

4. TOIMY SON - 3L runner up with re-opposing rivals behind over 1100m at this venue on debut. Top chance.  

5. PAPA DON'T PREACH - Thrown in at the deep end on debut and not disgraced when 16L sixth over 1000m in the 

Listed Prix La Fleche at this track. One to note.  

6. GOUFFY - Unraced colt by Siyouni. In the mix especially if attracting market support.  

Summary 

TOIMY SON (4) had CARLOUN (1) behind when finishing 3L runner up over 1100m here on debut. The latter was a 

further 2.5L lengths back in third and cannot be ruled out with progression expected. The former holds strong claims 

representing good yard. JAZZY WOOD (2) proved consistent the past seven starts to date and goes well in blinkers. 

Notable runner. GOUFFY (6) is a nicely bred colt by Siyouni. Dangerous to dismiss if strong in the market. 

Selections 

TOIMY SON (4) - CARLOUN (1) - JAZZY WOOD (2) - GOUFFY (6)  



Race 3 

1. HAKEEM - Narrow success over 2000m at Toulouse on debut. Respected for an in-form yard.  

2. ZAFRAAN QARDABIYAH - Scored on debut but finished behind re-opposing rivals tackling this trip at Toulouse last 

month. Place prospects.  

3. MOHARRAM - Bolted up by 7L over this trip at Bordeaux on debut. Key contender for a leading yard.  

4. SAMLLA - Scored by 1.25L with re-opposing rivals behind tackling this trip at Toulouse on debut 34 days ago. Top 

chance for a leading rider.  

5. DJALCO - 1.25L second behind Samlla at Toulouse on his first career start. Respected.  

6. IHSAN D'ETIOLLES - Made the running when 2.5L third behind two re-opposing rivals at Toulouse. Each way player.  

7. ILOUCIO - Fourth in both career starts but looks held by some of these. More needed in first-time cheekpieces.  

8. AL AWAL - Unraced colt by Al Tair. Market can guide but this is a tough starting point.  

9. GHADANFFAR AL CHAM - Held fifth on debut and although open to progress this requires a jump forward.  

10. AL WAKRAH - 1.25L fifth over this trip at Toulouse second time out. Each way claims for a top stable.  

11. ISIS DE LINSOU - 0.75L second over this journey at Toulouse last month. Frame contender.  

12. ISMEE DE BOZOULS - Safely accounted for on debut. More required.  

Summary 

SAMLLA (4) scored by 1.25L with re-opposing rivals behind tackling this trip at Toulouse on debut. Top chance with 

more to come for a leading rider. DJALCO (5) finished runner up in the aforementioned event on his first start. Open to 

improvement. Respect. First time out winners MOHARRAM (3) and HAKEEM (1) have to be considered with the former 

visually impressive when winning by 7L over this journey at Toulouse. Both represent notable stables. 

Selections 

SAMLLA (4) - DJALCO (5) - MOHARRAM (3) - HAKEEM (1)  



Race 4 

1. GO FAST TRAOU LAND - Scored in a class two conditions race over 1600m at Saint-Cloud last year and made a 

fair reappearance when sixth at Angers. Not discounted.  

2. NEW CHANCE - 2L success in a maiden over this trip at Compiegne three weeks ago. One to note but looks stables 

second string.  

3. CRAFTER - Impressive when making all for a 4.5L victory over 2000m at Compiegne on debut. Top chance for a 

leading stable.  

4. BUZZING - Held on his last two starts but may have more to offer upped in trip.  

5. BEAUTIFUL ASPEN - 5L fourth in a class one conditions race over 2000m at Le Lion-D'angers just over a month 

ago. Considered.  

6. PENJA - 6L eighth in the G1 Prix Saint-Alary tackling 2000m at Longchamp 32 days ago. Leading player dropped in 

grade.  

Summary 

Talented filly PENJA (6) was not at all disgraced when 6L eighth in the 2000m G1 Prix Saint-Alary at Longcham. Leading 

player dropping in grade. CRAFTER (3) impressed when making all for a 4.5L victory over 2000m at Compiegne on 

debut. Strong claims for a leading stable. GO FAST TRAOU LAND (1) may strip fitter for his reappearance sixth and 

cannot be ruled out. NEW CHANCE (2) might progress and is one to note upped in standard. 

Selections 

PENJA (6) - CRAFTER (3) - GO FAST TRAOU LAND (1) - NEW CHANCE (2)  



Race 5 

1. TERTIUS - Scored in the Listed Prix Cor de Chasse before a fair 6.5L eighth in the G3 Prix de Saint-Georges at 

Longchamp. May bounce back and one to note on best form.  

2. BERNEUIL - Denied a head in the G2 Prix du Gros-Chene over course and distance. Top chance eased in standard. 

3. BATWAN - Behind Berneuil when 1.5L third in the G2 Prix du Gros-Chene over track and trip. Respected.  

4. MUBAALEGH - Completed a double in class two handicap company prior to a fair 3.5L fifth in the G2 Prix du Gros-

Chene. Each way player.  

5. STORMBRINGER - Steps back up in grade following a 1.25L success in a class two conditions race over 1100m at 

this venue. Claims in current form.   

6. KEN COLT - Held on reappearance in the G3 Prix de Saint-Georges at Longchamp. Should strip fitter and has some 

very smart sprinting form at Group level. Shortlisted.  

7. AIR DE VALSE - 2.75L fourth in the G2 Prix du Gros-Chene when behind a few re-opposing rivals. Not discounted. 

8. LES HOGUES - Has the form to be involved at this level and not entirely dismissed now trying sprinting.  

Summary 

BERNEUIL (2) left re-opposing contenders behind when denied by a head in the G2 Prix du Gros-Chene at course and 

distance. Top chance eased in standard with a good record at this venue. STORMBRINGER (5) is respected in current 

form. Steps back up in grade following a 1.25L success in a class two conditions race over 1100m here. KEN COLT (6) 

was safely accounted for on reappearance in the G3 Prix de Saint-Georges at Longchamp. Could strip fitter and holds 

some very smart sprinting form at Group level. Dangerous to dismiss. BATWAN (3) is capable of finding the frame. 

Selections 

BERNEUIL (2) - STORMBRINGER (5) - KEN COLT (6) - BATWAN (3)  



Race 6 

1. BRAN - 0.75L second over 1300m in this grade at Longchamp 26 days ago. One to note.  

2. PINWHEEL - Made all for a 1.25L success in a 1400m maiden at Longchamp. Claims upped in grade for a good 

yard.  

3. MILLAU - Beat Pinwheel on debut before a solid 5.5L fourth over 1600m in this grade at Longchamp. Respected.  

4. LIGHT WAKEUP - 4L maiden success over 1300m at Longchamp before a fair fourth behind Bran under the same 

race conditions. Supplemented and not ruled out. 

5. LANAKEN - 2.25L fourth in the Listed Prix de Pontarme over 1400m at Longchamp just over a month ago. In the mix 

with that form taking a boost recently.  

6. GOLD FAMILY - Supplemented following a 0.75L second over 1300m in this standard at Longchamp 26 days back. 

Each way player.  

7. BAVARIA EXPRESS - 4L third in the G3 Prix Texanita over course and distance last month. Leading player dropped 

in standard.  

8. AL ULA - Two solid runs in this grade since resuming and suspicion this drop in journey could suit. Not dismissed for 

a top yard.  

9. CASIMIA - 2L second in a maiden at Le Mans on return and although open to progress more is needed.  

10. TREENA - 11L sixth in the Listed Carnarvon Stakes over this trip at Newbury (UK). Market can guide on stable 

debut.  

11. ANATIYA - Held on both outings since moving to France and others hold stronger claims. 

Summary 

BAVARIA EXPRESS (7) shaped well when 4L third in the G3 Prix Texanita at course and distance. Top chance eased 

in class. PINWHEEL (2) and MILLAU (3) have form that ties in with each other over 1400m at Saint-Cloud when both 

made their debut in April. The pair remain open to progress and have run well since. Respect. LANAKEN (5) produced 

a 2.25L fourth in the 14400m Listed Prix de Pontarme at Longchamp. Shortlist with that form taking a boost recently. 

Selections 

BAVARIA EXPRESS (7) - PINWHEEL (2) - MILLAU (3) - LANAKEN (5)  



Race 7 

1. PRAETORIUS - Won in this grade at Hoppegarten (GER) on reappearance and then creditable fourth at G2 level 

since. In the mix.  

2. ADRIAN - Listed win on reappearance but run below that level in two starts since. Remains unexposed however and 

should enjoy conditions. Not ruled out.  

3. SHERAZ - Placed on last three starts and looks overdue a victory. 4.5L second in the G3 Prix De Bareberville last 

time out. Strong claims down in standard.  

4. LORD ACHILLES - Ran with credit in better races the last twice without really troubling the principals. Each way 

chance dropped in class. 

5. KARLSTAD - Won on reappearance and has run with credit both starts since. 1.3L second at Saint Cloud when last 

seen and easy to fancy following that. 

6. NAO DA MAIS - Secured second win this campaign when a 1.3L scorer at Saint Cloud. Improving all the time and 

deserves another try in this grade.  

7. CHILLY FILLY - Fourth in this grade last time out. This race looks tougher however and will need more if she is to 

trouble the principals.  

8. L'ABSOLUE - 3.5L third in the Listed Prix Gold River at Longchamp last time. Open to further progress. Key player.  

Summary 

SHERAZ (3) placed on all three starts this campaign and is overdue a victory. Managed a G3 placing last time and will 

take beating eased in grade. L'ABSOLUE (8) is unexposed after just three starts. Represents a top yard and can 

continue improving. Keep safe. KARLSTAD (5) resumed in great form. Easy to fancy. PRAETORIUS (1) arrives from 

Germany. Consider each way. 

Selections 

SHERAZ (3) - L'ABSOLUE (8) - KARLSTAD (5) - PRAETORIUS (1)  



Race 8 

1. MY PREMIER COUNTY - Ran with credit on both starts since resuming. Place chance.  

2. BECQUAMIS - Winner at Dax two starts back and another big run when just missing the placings last time out. Should 

give another bold showing.  

3. TENORIO - 0.5L second at Longchamp last time out. Keep safe with progress possible.  

4. BUTI - Won five starts ago in a similar grade but has struggled following a weights rise. Not entirely dismissed. 

5. INVIOLABLE SPIRIT - Won five starts ago in this grade. Ran with credit in outings since before disappointing effort 

latest. Each way chance if bouncing back.  

6. ON THE EDGE - 4L sixth at Lyon-Parilly earlier this month. Looks nicely treated if able to improve to near that level.  

7. TOTALLY DIVA - Winless after eleven starts but has shown ability. Drawn well and has an each way chance.  

8. CRISTAL MARVELOUS - Not at best so far this campaign but far from disgraced. Fairly weighted and holds place 

claims. 

9. JILBAAB - 0.75L third at Longchamp in similar contest last start. Big threat to all if improving upon that.  

10. BELLADONE SPIRIT - Progressed with each run so far this campaign. Place chance now.  

11. GHAYADH - Not disgraced on recent starts and now third up should be primed. Each way hope.  

12. MADISON VANZALES - Placing at Le Croise Laroche three starts ago reads well but gone backwards in two starts 

since. Needs more. 

13. ASTURIAS ROAD - 1.1L fifth at Longchamp last month was a good effort. Has generally been running consistently 

this campaign. Frame contender.  

14. OPERATIVE - Promising reappearance effort but not yet built upon that. Needs to improve.  

15. HELLO IS YOU - Ended last campaign with 1L second at Le Croise-Laroche. Should be primed for return and easy 

to fancy.  

16. RENOUNCE - Well beaten on preps and is easily opposed.  

17. KILLING JOKE - 1.75L second at Le Croise-Laroche two starts ago reads strongly. Disappointing effort since 

however and generally has a modest record when running at this trip.  

18. MEHANYDREAM - No better than midfield in weaker contests recently. Easily opposed.  

Summary 

TENORIO (3) rates highly after a 0.5L second at Longchamp in latest. Can improve again and rates highly. JILBAAB 

(9) placed last start and may progress further so look to keep safe. BECQUAMIS (2) won two starts ago. Unfortunate to 

just miss the placings in latest however is easy to fancy here. ASTURIAS ROAD (13) is progressing steadily this 

campaign. Each way chance. HELLO IS YOU (15) would be dangerous to dismiss if able to resume in similar form to 

what was produced at the end of last campaign. Potential threat to all. 

Selections 

TENORIO (3) - JILBAAB (9) - BECQUAMIS (2) - ASTURIAS ROAD (13) - HELLO IS YOU (15)  



Race 9 

1. TROIS MILLE - Preps have only been modest but now third up should be primed. Has a great winning record and is 

a perfect six from six on starts at this distance. Very much of interest amongst this field  

2. RED FIFTY - Placed first up and has run with credit both runs since. Can improve further yet and is easy to fancy.  

3. SANTI DEL MARE - Won three of last four starts and is progressing rapidly at present. In a better race here but hard 

to rule out in current form.  

4. FUCHSIA - Resumes after eight month absence. Looks fairly treated but has needed first start back in the past. 

Market check advised on return.  

5. TUDO BEM - 0.8L second at track and trip last time. Has a good record when running at this track and should give 

another bold showing.  

6. NADIRA - Disappointing last time but had been in much better form before that. Worth another chance with good 

jockey booked.  

7. NONAYNEVERNOMORE - Game 1L winner at Chantilly on final start before lengthy absence. Market check advised 

on return.  

8. GLICOURT - Has to be excused disappointing run last time but had won back to back starts before that. Easy to 

fancy.  

9. ART COLLECTION - 4L fourth at this track last time can improve again now. Each way hope.  

10. OSTIA - 6L sixth at Saint Cloud last time. Place claims if building upon that.  

11. KENBAIO - String of duck-eggs recently and happy to oppose.  

12. SVOLTA - Promising filly that showed a lot of ability first campaign. Can improve now and has an each way chance 

on return. 

13. ROYAL DIPLOMAT - 1.5L fourth at Longchamp last time reads well and he can do better again now. Interesting.  

14. COTUBANAMA - Over 1000 days since last victory and would be a big surprise were she to change that here.  

15. TWO THANK YOUS - Disappointing efforts recently and must improve sharply if she is to factor here.  

16. SHAKE ME HANDY - Resumes after four month absence. Ended last campaign in great form and drawn well for 

return. Big chance if primed for this.  

17. TALLINSKI - 1.75L sixth at Longchamp last time was a good run. Sneaks into this on a nice low weight and has 

each way claims.  

Summary 

TUDO BEM (5) ran a close second over track and trip in latest. That form reads well and can progress further. The one 

to beat. TROIS MILLE (1) is high class. Not at best on previous prep however holds potential to improve. Set to enjoy 

this journey and could go close. ROYAL DIPLOMAT (13) maintains an honest overall record . Unfortunate to just miss 

the placings at Longchamp last time however is easy to fancy following that. NADIRA (6) can be excused a disappointing 

effort last time. In better form prior and interesting if bouncing back. SHAKE ME HANDY (16) resumes after four months. 

Ended previous campaign in great condition. Threat to all if primed for return. 

Selections 

TUDO BEM (5) - TROIS MILLE (1) - ROYAL DIPLOMAT (13) - NADIRA (6) - SHAKE ME HANDY (16) 


